Foundation and Distribution Requirements Worksheet

34 earned credits (no more than 5 may be from pre-matriculation sources)

Foundation Requirements
1. FIRST-YEAR WRITING
   1) _______________________________________
   2) _______________________________________

2. FOREIGN LANGUAGE/CULTURE OPTION
   Part I: Competence equivalent to three semesters of college language courses (credit or placement)
   1) _______________________________________
   2) _______________________________________
   3) _______________________________________
   Part II: Three semesters of language, or culture option. (Fulfill a, b, or c.)
   4) _______________________________________
   5) _______________________________________
   6) _______________________________________
   a. Continue in the first language for three more semesters
   b. Three semesters in a second language
   c. Culture option—there are two ways to fulfill the culture option:
      1. Continue through the fourth or fifth semester of the language used to fulfill Part I, and take one or two
         courses in the same culture area as that language.
      2. Take three credits related to a single culture either the same as or different from the language taken to
         fulfill Part I. One course must focus on the region of origin. See the online list of approved culture
         courses.

3. WORLD CIVILIZATIONS
   1) _______________________________________
   This course may also be used toward a culture OR a distribution requirement, but not both.

Distribution Requirements
A maximum of one pre-matriculation credit may be used in each category, and no course can count in more
than one category. No more than two of the total ten credits may be from a single department.

1. HUMANITIES
   1) _______________________________________
   2) _______________________________________

2. ARTS
   1) _______________________________________
   2) _______________________________________

3. SOCIAL SCIENCES
   1) _______________________________________
   2) _______________________________________

4. NATURAL SCIENCES
   1) _______________________________________
   2) _______________________________________

5. MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES
   1) _______________________________________
   2) _______________________________________